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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
BROTVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE NO. CACE 14-010989 (02)

KNUD HOSTRUP and
MART,A LUCIA HOSTRUP, NC.,

Plaintiffs,

ENDLESS JEWELRY, LLC; ENDLESS
INTERNATIONAL GMBH; ENDLESS
JEWELRY NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA
LLC; MATT CARLOZZI; JESPER
NIELSEN; and JOHN DOES l-10

Defendants

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs KNUD HOSTRUP and MARIA LUCIA HOSTRUP, INC., by and through

undersigned counsel, hereby sue and file this Second Amended Complaint against Defendants

ENDLESS JEWELRY, LLC, ENDLESS INTERNATIONAL GMBH, ENDLESS JEWELRY

NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA LLC, MATT CARLOZZT, JESPER NIELSEN, and JOHN

DOES l-10 and allege:

1. This Court has jurisdiction overthe claims as the amount in controversy exceeds

$15,000.00, exclusive of interest, costs, and attorney's fees.

2. Plaintiff KNUD HOSTRUP ("Hostrup") is an individual residing in Broward

County, Florida.
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3. Plaintiff MARIA LUCIA HOSTRUP, INC. ("MLH") is a corporation organized

under the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal place of business in Broward County,

Florida. MLH is the corporation of Hostrup's wife, Maria Lucia Hostrup.

4. Defendant ENDLESS JEWELRY,LLC ("Endless Jewelry") is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal place of business in

Broward County, Florida.

5. Defendant ENDLESS INTERNATIONAL GMBH ("Endless International") is a

German corporation with its principal place of business in Germany.

6. Defendant ENDLESS JEWELRY NORTH &, SOUTH AMERICA LLC

("Endless Jewelry North & South America") is a limited liability company organized under the

laws of the State of Florida, with its principal place of business in Broward County, Florida.

7. Defendant MATT CAFJ-OZZI ("Carlozzi") is an individual, who is Hostrup's

former business partner and now is a manager of Endless Jewelry North & South America.

8. Defendant JESPER NIELSEN ('Nielsen") is an individual and Danish citlzen

who is CEO of Endless International and on information and belief is majority shareholder of

Endless International.

9. Defendants JOHN DOES l-5 are unknown persons or entities purporting to hold

ownership interests in Endless Jewelry North & South America. Defendants JOHN DOES 6-10

are unknown persons or entities purporting to hold ownership interests in Endless International.

10. The true names or capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate, or

otherwise, of John Does I through 10, inclusive, being unknown, Plaintiffs assert their claims

against these defendants under fictitious names. Plaintiffs will amend this Second Amended

Complaint to state such John Doe defendants' true names once they are ascertained.
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I 1. Upon information and belief, Endless Jewelry Aps is a Danish company and is a

major shareholder in Endless International; Endless Jewelry Aps is, in turn, a Danish company

wholly or largely owned by JADO Holding ApS; and JADO Holding ApS is a Danish company

wholly or largely owned by Nielsen's father, Jan Nielsen. Plaintiffs reserve the right to add these

or other companies or persons as additional defendants should discovery reveal that Endless

International is a mere shell company, alter ego, or is otherwise unable to satisfy a judgment.

(As used in this Second Amended Complaint, the term "Endless Entities" refers to one or more

of the following: Endless International, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South

America, andlor any related or affiliated companies.)

12. The following persons and entities are non-party co-conspirators and some or all

may also be John Doe defendants. Plaintifß reserve the right to add them as additional

defendants (or identify them as previously-included John Doe defendants) as discovery reveals

the extent that they participated in or benefitted from the fraud and other wrongdoing described

in this Complaint.

13. Non-party co-conspirator ERIC EVEN ("Even") is an individual and German

citizen who is CEO-Europe of Endless International. At all relevant times, Even was Endless

International's agent.

14. Non-party co-conspirator ANNETTE LAUSTRUP NIELSEN ("Laustrup") is an

individual and Danish citizen, who is an in-house attorney for Endless International. Laustrup is

Nielsen's sister. At all relevant times, Laustrup was Endless International's agent.

15. Non-party co-conspirator MICHAEL RAUN is an individual and Danish citizen

who met with Nielsen shortly before Hostrup's wrongful termination, invested in one or more

Endless Entities shortly after Hostrup's wrongful termination, and replaced Hostrup as Chief
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Sales Officer ("CSO") of Endless Jewelry, LLC (and on information and belief ultimately

became CSO of Endless Jewelry North & South America LLC).

16. Non-party co-conspirator LARS SEIER CHRISTENSEN is an individual, Danish

citizen and banker who, along with investment partners, on information and belief invested at

least $15 million in one or more Endless Entities in or about July 2014.

17. Non-party co-conspirator WOLFGANG REPPEGATHER is an individual and

billionaire who owned 49%o of Endless International.

18. Non-party co-conspirator TERON HOLDINGS, LTD. is a British Virgin Islands

corporation that invested in one or more Endless Entities.

19. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereon allege, that each Defendant

named in this Complaint, and each John Doe Defendant, is in some manner responsible for the

wrongs and damages alleged below, and in so acting was functioning, at all relevant times, as the

agent, servant, parlner, alter ego andlor employee of the other Defendants, and each of them, and

in doing the actions described below, was acting within the course and scope of his or her or its

authority as such agent, servant, partner and/or employee with the permission and consent of the

other Defendants, and each of them. All acts herein alleged were approved of and ratified by

each and every other Defendant.

20. Venue is proper in the Circuit Court for the 17th Judicial Circuit, in and for

Broward County, Florida, as the location where Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry

North & South America have or have had their headquarters for transaction of their customary

business, where the causes of action accrued, and where many of the underlying events alleged

in this Complaint occurred.
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21. All conditions precedent to the commencement and prosecution of this action, if

any, have been performed, waived, satisfied, or excused.

F'ACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

22. This action is about how unscrupulous businesspeople used one man's business

plan, contacts, and know-how to build the foundation for a wildly successful company, only to

wrongfully ouster him (and his related company) once that foundation was in place in an effort to

rob Plaintiffs' of their multi-million dollar interests in the company.

23. Hostrup is a 74-old male Danish citizen who emigrated from Denmark to the

United States over 30 years ago, holds a valid U.S. Green Card, and has decades of successful

sales experience in the Americas and beyond.

24. During the 1980s and 1990s, Hostrup owned a furniture company in the U.S.

which imported leather furniture from Italy. For several years during that period, Hostrup

distributed furniture for an Italian manufacturer in the U.S., which led to the manufacturer's

rapid growth into the leading leather furniture manufacturer worldwide.

25. Between 2003 and 2009, Hostrup (through MLH) was the U.S. Sales Director for

Pandora, a company which makes and sells charm jewelry. Hostrup grew the U.S. market from

no sales to hundreds of millions in annual sales. Hostrup was responsible for opening up

approximately 1,200 customer accounts, including many of Pandora's major accounts. Hostrup

was instrumental in building the extensive sales force from scratch, and developing business

plans, marketing plans, and sales strategies. ln 20ll and 2012, Hostrup was the U.S. sales

director for another jewelry firm.
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Hostrup-Carlozzi partnership

26. In or about 2011 and 2012, Hostrup devised a plan to start a new venture selling

charm jewelry. In or before December 2012, Hostrup recruited Carlozzi and they formed a

partnership dedicated to the charm jewelry industry. Their plan was to partner with a charm

jewelry manufacturer to replicate Hostrup's success with Pandora. Hostrup brought the true

value to the partnership-successful sales experience in the jewelry market the partners sought to

target. Carlozzi's contribution, of lesser value, primarily involved his knowledge of the technical

aspects ofjewelry.

27. At one point, Hostrup asked Carlozzi to confrrm the nature of their partnership as

being o'we're in one for all and all for one." Carlozzi replied: "Of course.'o

28. ln 2012 and 2013, Hostrup and Carlozzi worked as partners to develop and refrne

a business plan to form a new joint venture to sell charm jewelry in North and South America.

Most of the business plan was the work product of Hostrup.

29. The Hostrup-Carlozzi partnership continued into their relationship with Endless

International. For example, Carlozzi wrote to Endless International on his and Hostrup's behalf.

Similarly, Hostrup presented himself and Carlozzi to Endless International in writing as partners.

Oral agreement with Endless International

30. After discussing the possibility of entering into a joint venture with some other

jewelry companies who Hostrup had contacts with, in or about mid-2013 Hostrup contacted a

Danish company he knew, Endless International, which makes and sells charm jewelry in

Europe. Hostrup proposed to Endless International the possibility of forming a joint venture for

the purpose of entering the markets of North and South America, Canada, Central America, and

the Caribbean
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31. Hostrup and Carlozzi initially met with Endless International's CEO, Nielsen, for

approximately two days in July 2013 in Copenhagen, Denmark. Nielsen expressed interest in a

joint venture with Hostrup and Carlozzi in the North and South American markets because of

Hostrup's successful track record selling similar jewelry at Pandora in these markets. Nielsen

hoped Pandora's success could serve as a guide for the new venture, and valued Hostrup as,

among other things, someone with intimate knowledge of Pandora's successful model and his

remarkable success in selling charm jewelry. For example, on July 6, 2013, Nielsen wrote to

Hostrup saying "To create a new Pandora is a good ambition" and asking Hostrup "how do you

do this?"

32. In his book, "Inside Pandora," Nielsen underscored how he felt sales and

marketing were more important than the technical aspects of jewelry. For example, Nielsen

wrote that the technical aspects ofjewelry was not "essential to making a collection strong."

Instead, the "most important features are how the items are marketed, how they are distributed,

and whether you have the wherewithal to brand the product properly." Hostrup brought the

needed sales and marketing experience to the venture, as demonstrated by his Pandora track

record.

33. At an August 2013 meeting in Miami, Hostrupo Carlozzi, Nielsen (on behalf of

Endless International), and Even (on behalf of Endless International) orally agreed to form a new

company to sell charm jewelry in North and South America, Central America, and the

Caribbean. Hostrup, Carlozzi, Nielsen, and Even orally agreed that Hostrup would own24.5o/o

of the shares in the new company; Carlozzi would own24.5Yo; and Endless International would

own the remainder. Based on the oral agreement, Nielsen asked Hostrup and Carlozzi to develop

a "master plan" for the U.S. market.
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34. Based on the oral agreement, Hostrup andCarlozzi dedicated themselves full-time

to creating a business plan for the Hostrup-Carlozzi-Endless International joint venture.

35. At meetings in Fort Lauderdale in September 2013, Hostrup, Carlozz| and

Nielsen orally ratified the August 2013 oral agreement that Hostrup would own 24.5o/o of the

shares in the new company. Even and Laustrup also participated in the meetings. Carlozzi's

notes from the meetings show that the parties agreed to send a letter to customers identifying

Hostrup and Carlozzi as partners in the U.S.-based Endless Jewelry entity.

36. On September 17,2013, Nielsen wrote to a potential collaborator in Endless

Jewelry, LLC calling Hostrup "the CSO of Endless Jewelry US" and "Our strong CSO."

37. In a series of emails culminating on September 24,2013 about the Endless

trademark registration in the U.S., Laustrup consented to listing Hostrup and Carlozzi as partners

in the Endless Jewelry entity registering the trademark. Endless Jewelry, LLC was the entity that

eventually registered the trademark.

38. At meetings in Fort Lauderdale on October I and 9, 2013, Hostrup, Carlozzi, and

Nielsen orally agreed on salary details for Hostrup, with steady periodic increases culminating in

$20,000 per month beginning August 2014. At this time, they also agreed that MLH, rather than

Hostrup, would own 24.5%o of the shares in the new company. Even and Laustrup also

participated in the meetings.

Written aqreement with Endless International: the Term Sheet

39. Separately, and also in mid-October 2013, Hostrup, MLH, Carlozzi, and Endless

International executed an agreement (the "Term Sheet") to create a joint venture to sell charm

jewelry in North and South America, Canada, Central America, and the Caribbean. Attached

hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of said agreement.
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40. Endless International, through Laustrup and foreign attorneys, primarily drafted

the Term Sheet.

41. The Term Sheet specified the following terms, among others:

a. MLH would own 24.5% of the shares in the "new joint venture vehicle";

Carlozzi would own 24.5Yo; and Endless International would own the

remainder

b. Hostrup would "provide access to [his] know-how and personal contacts in

order to establish and maintain a distribution channel in the U.S. and to

engage sales agents by" thejoint venture;

c. the parties were required to draft a business plan;

d. Hostrup be appointed to the board of directors and identified as one of the

managing directors;

e. provided restrictions on how managing directors could be terminated;

f. upon termination, managing directors had an option to require the company to

buy their shares at a stated formula price;

g. specified Hostrup's salary as a managing director: $8,000 per month for

October-December 2013; $10,000 per month for January-April 2014; $15,000

per month for May-July 2014; and $20,000 per month beginning August

2014;

h. recognized Hostrup as an intended beneficiary of MLH's interests under the

Term Sheet;

i. stated that 50Yo of profits would be distributed to shareholders on a pro rata

basis; and
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j. contained a non-competition clause.

42. The Term Sheet also contained a clause stating, in part, that "none of the

provisions in this term sheet shall be binding for any of the Parties." In the very next clause,

however, the Term Sheet discussed the "rights, interest, obligations and performances

hereunder" along with what would happen should "any provision of this term sheet be for any

reason held invalid, illegal or unenforceable." If that occurred, "the remainder of th[e] term

sheet shall in no way be affected and shall remain valid and enforceable for all purposes." The

following clause then addressed "modification and/or amendments of this term sheet." These

latter clauses demonstrate that all provisions of the Term Sheet were binding.

43. In the alternative, the binding nature of the Term Sheet is at the very least

ambiguous, and it should be interpreted against Endless International and other defendants

responsible for its drafting.

Acceptance of bindins nature of Term Sheet

44. After execution of the Term Sheet, the parties confirmed and agreed in writing,

orally, and through their conduct,that all provisions of the Term Sheet were binding.

45. On October 75, 2013, right after Hostrup and Caflozzi executed the Term Sheet,

they formed Endless Jewelry, LLC by filing organizational documents with the State of Florida.

Even, on behalf of Endless International, previously authorized this action.

46. In transmitting the fully-executed Term Sheet to Hostrup and Carlozzi on October

20,2013, Even wrote an email to Hostrup stating "we can start now officially" and "you can start

also with the constructions of our new . . . U.S headquarter[s]."

47 . On October 21, 2013, Carlozzi responded to Even's October 20 email and called

the Term Sheet a "contract."
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48. In mid-November 2013, Hostrup and Carlozzi attended Endless International's

Country Manager meeting in Dusseldorf. Hostrup and Carlozzi were introduced at the meeting

as partners. Hostrup, with some input from Carlozzi, developed and delivered a detailed,26-

page PowerPoint marketing/sales presentation for that meeting.

49. In mid-December 2013, Hostrup, Carlozzi, Nielsen, and Avinash Tiwari (Endless

Jewelry's accounting and finance executive) met in Fort Lauderdale. Following the meeting,

Hostrup purchased office furniture for the Endless Jewelry, LLC offrce.

50. On December 18,2013, Tiwari wrote to Hostrup indicating that Hostrup's name,

title, and contact information would be included in "official communication."

51. On January 2,2014, Nielsen wrote to Hostrup and Carlozzi about Endless

Jewelry, LLC, which he called "our project." Nielsen instructed Hostrup and Carlozzi to "[k]eep

on chasing [sales] reps."

52. On January ll, 2014, Endless Jewelry, LLC's attorney wrote an email

recognizing MLH and Caúozzi as two of the owners of Endless Jewelry, LLC. Carlozzi

forwarded that email to Hostrup the same day.

53. On January 16, 2014, the morning after the day-long prospective sales

representative presentation, Nielsen orally acknowledged to Hostrup that MLH had a 24.5Yo

interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and that the agreement as to Hostrup's salary remained in

effect.

54. A day or so later, Nielsen again confrrmed to Hostrup that MLH had a 24.5%

interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and that the agreement as to Hostrup's salary remained in

effect.
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55. On January 27,2014, Nielsen emailed Hostrup a proposal that would change

some of the terms of Hostrup's relationship with Endless Jewelry, LLC. The proposal refened to

the previously "agreed salary."

56. As late as January 29, 2014, Nielsen was encouraging Hostrup to work with

retailers that would sell Endless products, including, for example, Montica Jewelry. Hostrup had

met with Montica's president at the Miami trade show in January 2014.

57. On February 6,2014, Nielsen recognized in writing that Endless International and

Hostrup had a contractual relationship by referring to "our business relation."

58. As discussed in the allegations that immediately follow, the parties to the Term

Sheet all acted as if it was binding by performing or partially performing. Indeed, the parties to

the Term Sheet intended that all provisions of the Term Sheet were binding upon signature

thereto and acted in reliance upon its binding nature and effect.

Performance under the oral and written agreements

59. Hostrup performed his obligations under the oral and written agreements with

Endless International and Carlozzi. Specifically, Hostrup performed the following, among

others:

a. Hostrup "providefd] access to [his] know-how and personal contacts in order

to . . . engage sales agents by" thejoint venture;

b. Hostrup, assisted by Carlozzi, finalized a budget around the end of October

2013 detailing the costs Endless Jewelry, LLC would incur;

c. Using his years of working in the jewelry industry, Hostrup identified the vast

majority of the prospective sales representatives who were considered, and the

vast majority of the sales representatives who were actually invited and came
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to a January 14-16,2014 meeting aimed at recruiting a sales force. Based on

his extensive experience and contacts in the jewelry industry, Hostrup, with a

few names provided by Carlozzi, identified numerous prospective sales

representatives. Hostrup then narrowed the pool down to approximately 30-

35 finalists. Hostrup personally contacted all prospects to persuade them to

attend the recruiting meeting;

d. Hostrup organized the January 2014 sales representative recruiting meeting.

For example, Hostrup: selected and negotiated the terms for the meeting site

(the Hilton Hotel near the Fort Lauderdale Airport), arranged for sound

equipment, negotiated prices for hotel rooms for the prospective sales

representatives, arranged for the conference room set-up, (along with

Carlozzi) created the agenda, and had the prospective sales representatives fill

out informational forms so they could be better evaluated by Hostrup,

Caflozzi, and Nielsen;

e. Hostrup gave an hours-long presentation at the January 2014 sales

representative recruitin g meeting;

f. For the January 2014 sales representative meeting, Hostrup refined the

detailed marketing plan he had created for the Dusseldorf country manager

meeting;

g. Right after executing the Term Sheet, Hostrup (along with Carlozzi) formed

Endless Jewelry, LLC by filing its Articles of Organization with the Division

of Corporations of the State of Florida on October 15,2013 (the "Articles").

On October 8,2013, Even had written to Hostrup and Carlozzi telling them
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they were authorized to form the company once the Term Sheet was signed.

After Hostrup and Carlozzi registered the name Endless Jewelry, LLC in

Florida, Even wrote an email to Carlozzi and copying Hostrup, Nielsen,

Laustrup, and Avinash Tiwari stating "this was the first step and now there is

ENDLESS JEWELRY in U.S. !!!Amazing...";

h. The Articles identified MLH and Carlozzi as the corporate managers of

Endless Jewelry, LLC. The address for Endless Jewelry, LLC was MLH's

business address;

i. Prior to their ouster by Nielsen, Hostrup and MLH refrained from engaging in

or acquiring an interest in any other business similar to the joint venture and

competing on the U.S. market;

j. Hostrup engaged in many other tasks for Endless Jewelry, LLC, further

demonstrating his performance under the oral and written agreements with

Endless International. For example, Hostrup:

i. located and leased office space for Endless Jewelry, LLC, purchased

equipment and furniture for the office, and physically moved furniture

and equipment into the new office (prior to that, Hostrup and Carlozzi

had been working out of Hostrup's home);

ii. negotiated show space for Endless Jewelry, LLC in Las Vegas and

Chicago, and attended a trade show in Miami where he began selling

Endless Jewelry, LLC products;

iii. set up a bank account at Bank of America for Endless Jewelry, LLC

with MLH andCarlozzi as signatories;
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iv. selected which packages of products should be manufactured and sold

for Endless Jewelry, LLC;

v. sought insurance for Endless Jewelry, LLC;

vi. participated in creating sales forms for Endless Jewelry, LLC; and

vii. created a list of about thirty forms Endless Jewelry, LLC would need

to operate and a list of sales materials to be provided to the sales

representatives.

60. Hostrup's performance was in reliance on the oral and written agreements and the

representations by Endless International, Nielsen, Even, and Carlozzi that all provisions of the

Term Sheet were binding.

61. At all relevant times, Hostrup was acting on his own behalf and as an agent of

MLH, including when he was performing under the agreements.

62. Nielsen recognized Hostrup performed under the oral and written agreements.

For example, on February 6,2014, Nielsen wrote to Hostrup stating he 'orespect[ed] what you

have been doing till now for Endless."

63. Endless Intemational benefitted from Hostrup's performance.

64. Caflozzi performed some of his obligations under the Term Sheet.

65. Endless International performed some of its obligations under the Term Sheet.

For example, Endless International paid Hostrup's salary ($8,000 per month through MLH) from

October l, 2013 to December 3I,2013. Endless International did not pay Hostrup, however, for

work he performed in January and early February 2014. Endless International approved the

lease of office space for Endless Jewelry, LLC, which Hostrup arranged. Prior to Hostrup's
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ouster, Endless International wired over $400,000 to the bank account of Endless Jewelry, LLC

and authorized payments to Hostrup and Carlozzifrom those monies.

66. For months, Endless International acted as if all provisions of the Term Sheet

were binding. For example, Endless Jewelry, LLC, as authorized by Endless International,

provided Hostrup with business cards identifuing him as CSO; Even prepared and Endless

Intemational distributed an organizational chart listing Hostrup with his title as CSO; and

Endless Jewelry, LLC, as authorized by Endless Intemational, assigned Hostrup an email address

(kh@endlessjewelry.us). Finally, on February 1,2014, Endless Jewelry, LLC began active sales

operations.

Hostrupos wrongful ouster

67 . On February 6,2014,less than one week after Endless Jewelry, LLC began active

sales operations, Endless International, upon information and belief with Carlozzi's

authorization, terminated Hostrup and MLH without cause and without prior notice.

68. There was no "bad leaver situation," as that phrase is defined in the Term Sheet,

which would allow for Hostrup's and MLH's termination.

69. Endless International did not provide the 30-day cure notice required by the Term

Sheet.

70. Instead, Endless International, by and through Nielsen, Carlozzi, and others, used

Hostrup and his business plan, contacts, and know-how to build the foundation for a successful

jewelry distribution business, and then wrongfully terminated him and MLH immediately after

that foundation was in place in an attempt to deprive Plaintiffs of their multi-million dollars

interests in the company and thereby enrich defendants. It was essential to defendants' scheme
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that Plaintiffs believed a binding agreement was in place, and defendants successfully led

Plaintiffs to believe the parties' agreement that all provisions of the Term Sheet were binding.

Original complaint and the fraudulent response

71. On June 10,2074, Hostrup and MLH filed this action against Endless Jewelry,

LLC. In response and as set forth in the below paragraphs, Endless International, Nielsen,

Carlozziand John Does 1-10 took steps to strip Endless Jewelry LLC of its assets and divert its

business to a newly-formed company in order to deprive Plaintiffs of their valuable rights in

Endless Jewelry, LLC.

72. On June 30, 2014, Endless Jewelry, LLC (represented by Rosenthal Law Group)

frled an appearance in this action.

73. On July 11, 2014, Rosenthal Law Group, on behalf of Endless Jewelry, LLC,

assisted in filing an amendment purporting to remove MLH as one of the managers of Endless

Jewelry, LLC.

74. On July 30,2014, a new company, Endless Jewelry North & South America LLC,

was formed and, upon information and belief, shortly after began distributing Endless products.

On information and beliet Nielsen, Even, Carlozzi, and others were instrumental in forming it.

75. The formation of Endless Jewelry North & South America LLC was a transparent

attempt to deprive Plaintiffs of their valuable rights in Endless Jewelry, LLC.

76. Endless Jewelry North & South America used the business plan and marketing

materials developed by Hostrup for Endless Jewelry, LLC; took possession of Endless Jewelry,

LLC's office equipment and furniture; and employed many of the same sales representatives

Hostrup recruited for Endless Jewelry, LLC. Endless Jewelry North & South America received

from Endless Jewelry, LLC all that was needed for a successful jewelry distribution business.
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77. Had MLH not been removed as one of the managers of Endless Jewelry, LLC, an

action in which Rosenthal Law Group participated, the fraudulent transfer of assets from Endless

Jewelry, LLC to Endless Jewelry North & South America could not have occurred.

78. The Endless Jewelry trademark in the U.S. was originally registered to Endless

Jewelry, LLC. Hostrup assisted in the trademark application submission.

79. In July and August of 2014, Endless International took steps to strip Endless

Jewelry, LLC of its rights to the trademark.

Alter eqo and mere continuation of business

80. Endless Jewelry North & South America is the mere continuation of business of

Endless Jewelry, LLC.

81. Endless Jewelry North & South America is merely a reincarnation of Endless

Jewelry, LLC under a different name. Both did business under the name Endless Jewelry USA.

Carlozzi has been a manager of both companies. Upon information and beliel most Endless

Jewelry, LLC sales representatives now work with Endless Jewelry North & South America.

Upon information and beliet Endless Jewelry North & South America now has substantially all

of the assets once held by Endless Jewelry, LLC. Upon information and belief, Endless Jewelry,

LLC stopped selling Endless jewelry around the time Endless Jewelry North & South America

was formed.

82. Endless Jewelry North & South America is Endless International's alter ego.

Endless Jewelry North & South America is a mere instrumentality of Endless International and

was organized to perpetrate a fraud on Plaintiffs.

CAUSES OF'ACTION
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Count I - Fraud
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi)

83. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

84. Endless Intemational (through Nielsen and others), Nielsen and Carlozzi

knowingly made false statements regarding a material fact. Each falsely orally stated to Hostrup

that MLH actually had a 24.5% ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. Also, Endless

International and Nielsen falsely orally stated to Hostrup that he actually had a lucrative, multi-

year salary agreement. In addition, Endless International and Carlozzi falsely represented in the

Term Sheet that Hostrup actually had a lucrative, multi-year salary agreement and management

role with Endless Jewelry, LLC.

85. Endless International (through Nielsen and others), Nielsen, and Carlozzi also

knowingly made false statements regarding promised future action with no intention of actually

performing when the statements were made. Each falsely orally stated to Hostrup that MLH

would receive a 24.5Yo ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. Also, each falsely orally

stated to Hostrup that he would receive a lucrative, multi-year salary. In addition, Endless

International and Carlozzi falsely represented in the Term Sheet that MLH would have a 24.5%

ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. At the time of making those statements, Endless

International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi had no intention of taking the action required for MLH to

receive its interest and for Hostrup to receive the full salary. Rather, their intent was to allow

Hostrup to build the foundation for a successful jewelry distribution business, and then separate

Hostrup and MLH from that business once that foundation was in place in an attempt to avoid

recognizing Plaintiffs' multi-million dollar interests in the company. It was essential to these
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defendants' scheme that Plaintiffs believed a binding agreement was in place, and defendants

successfully led Plaintiffs to believe the parties' agreement was binding.

86. Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi intended that the false statements

would induce Plaintiffs to provide valuable services to Endless Jewelry, LLC, and in reasonable

reliance thereon Plaintiffs did provide such valuable services. Plaintiffs reasonably believed the

false statements were true. Had Plaintiffs known of the false statements, Plaintiffs would not

have provided those services to Endless Jewelry, LLC.

87. As a direct and proximate result of the fraud by Endless International, Nielsen,

and Carlozzi, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Nielsen, and

Carlozzi for damages, prejudgment interesto costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just

and proper.

Count II - Conspiracv to Commit Fraud
@y Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry LLC, and

Endless Jewelry North & South America)

88. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

89. Based on previous allegations, Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Even,

Laustrup, Endless Jewelry LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America acted in concert to

perpetrate a scheme to defraud Plaintiffs.

90. Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozz| Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry LLC,

and Endless Jewelry North & South America agreed to defraud Plaintiffs. The agreement to the

conspiracy is demonstrated by each defendant's knowledge of and assistance in the fraud, and

the benefîts each defendant received from the successful fraud.
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91. Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry LLC,

and Endless Jewelry North & South America committed overt acts in furtherance of the

conspiracy. As alleged in Count I, Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi defrauded

Plaintiffs. Nielsen, on information and belief, is majority shareholder of Endless International,

and so had a personal stake in achieving the object ofthe conspiracy. Even knew ofand assisted

in the fraud, as he attended meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzito negotiate the Term

Sheet and his misrepresentations induced Hostrup to perform under the agreements. Laustrup

knew of and assisted in the fraud, as she was involved in drafting the Term Sheet; affended

meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to negotiate the Term Sheet; and attended the

January 2014 sales representative meeting. Endless Jewelry, LLC knew of and assisted in the

fraud, as it was controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and allowed its

majority shareholder (Endless International) to defraud Plaintiffs. Endless Jewelry North &

South America knew of and assisted in the fraud, as it is controlled by co-defendants and non-

party co-conspirators and was the recipient of fraudulent transfers from Endless Jewelry, LLC.

92. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy to commit fraud by Endless

International, Nielsen, Caflozzi, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry LLC, and Endless Jewelry

North & South America, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Nielsen,

Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America for damages,

prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count III - Aidine and Abettine Fraud
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless Jewelry LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America)
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93. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

94. As alleged in Count I, Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi defrauded

Plaintiffs.

95. Endless Jewelry, LLC knew of and assisted in the fraud, as it was controlled by

co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and allowed its majority shareholder (Endless

International) to defraud Plaintifß. Endless Jewelry North & South America knew about and

provided substantial assistance to the fraud. Endless Jewelry North & South America knew of

and assisted in the fraud, as it is controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and

was the recipient of fraudulent transfers from Endless Jewelry, LLC.

96. As a direct and proximate result of the aiding and abetting by Endless Jewelry

LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless Jewelry LLC and Endless

Jewelry North & South America for damages, prejudgment interest, costso and any other relief as

the Court deems just and proper.

Count IV - Neqligent Misrepresentation
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi'¡

97. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

98. Endless International (through Nielsen and others), Nielsen, and Carlozzi

negligently made false statements regarding a material fact. Each falsely orally stated to Hostrup

that MLH actually had a 24.5% ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. Also, Endless

International and Nielsen falsely orally stated to Hostrup that he actually had a lucrative, multi-

year salary agreement. In addition, Endless International and Carlozzi falsely represented in the
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Term Sheet that Hostrup actually had a lucrative, multi-year salary agreement and management

role with Endless Jewelry, LLC. In addition, Endless International and Carlozzi falsely

represented in the Term Sheet that MLH actually had e a 24.5Yo ownership interest in Endless

Jewelry, LLC

99. Endless International (through Nielsen and others), Nielsen, and Carlozzi also

negligently made false statements regarding promised future action with no intention of actually

performing when the statements were made. Each falsely orally stated to Hostrup that MLH

would receive a 24.5o/o ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. Also, each falsely orally

stated to Hostrup that he would receive a lucrative, multi-year salary. In addition, Endless

International and Carlozzi falsely represented in the Term Sheet that MLH would have a 24.5%

ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC. At the time of making those statements, Endless

International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi had no intention of taking the action required for MLH to

receive its interest and for Hostrup to receive the full salary. Rather, their intent was to allow

Hostrup to build the foundation for a successful jewelry distribution business, and then separate

Hostrup and MLH from that business once that foundation was in place in an attempt to avoid

honoring Plaintiffs' multi-million dollar interests in the company. It was essential to these

defendants' scheme that Plaintiffs believed a binding agreement was in place, and defendants

successfully led Plaintiffs to believe the parties' agreement was binding.

100. Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi intended that the false statements

would induce Plaintiffs to provide valuable services to Endless Jewelry, LLC, and in reliance

thereon Plaintiffs did provide such valuable services. Plaintifß reasonably believed the false

statements were true. Had Plaintifß known of the false statements, Plaintiffs would not have

provided those services to Endless Jewelry, LLC.
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101. Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi each had a pecuniary interest with

respect to the Endless Jewelry, LLC transactions involving Plaintiffs.

102. As a direct and proximate result of the fraud by Endless International, Nielsen,

and Carlozzi, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Nielsen, and

Carlozzi for damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just

and proper.

Count V - Breach of Fiduciary Duty
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International)

103. Plaintifß reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

104. As joint venture partners, Endless International owed Plaintiffs a fiduciary duty.

105. As the majority shareholder in Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless International owed

MLH (a minority shareholder) a fiduciary duty.

106. By defrauding Plaintiffs and otherwise engaging in the wrongful conduct

described herein, Endless lnternational breached its fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs.

107. Plaintiffs have been damaged by Endless International's breach of its fiduciary

duty.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International for damages,

prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count VI - Consniracv to Commit E Infernnfinnelts Rreach nf tr'iduciarv Dufv
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Nielsen, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America)

108. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.
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109. Based on previous allegations, Endless International, Nielsen, Even, Laustrup,

Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America acted in concert to

perpetrate a scheme to breach Endless International's fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs.

110. Endless International, Nielsen, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and

Endless Jewelry North & South America agreed to breach Endless International's fiduciary duty

to Plaintiffs. The agreement to the conspiracy is demonstrated by each defendant's knowledge

ofand assistance in the breach offiduciary duty, and the benefits each defendant received from

the successful breach.

I I l. Endless International, Nielsen, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and

Endless Jewelry North & South America committed overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy.

As alleged in Count V, Endless International breached its fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs by

defrauding them. Nielsen, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North &

South America knew of and assisted in the fraud. As alleged in Count I, Nielsen defrauded

Plaintiffs. Nielsen, on information and beliet is majority shareholder of Endless International,

and so had a personal stake in achieving the object of the conspiracy. Even attended meetings in

Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to negotiate the Term Sheet, his misrepresentations induced

Hostrup to perform under the agreements. Laustrup knew of and assisted in the fraud, as she was

involved in drafting the Term Sheet; attended meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to

negotiate the Term Sheet; and attended the January 2014 sales representative meeting. Even and

Laustrup further aided and abetted the fraud by cloaking their negotiations and subsequent

signing of the Term Sheet in legitimacy by characterizing the Term Sheet as being a binding

contract upon signing. Endless Jewelry North & South America knew of and assisted in the

fraud, as it is controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and was the recipient of
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fraudulent transfers from Endless Jewelry, LLC. Endless Jewelry,LLC knew of and assisted in

the fraud, as it was controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and allowed its

maj ority shareholder (Endless International) to defraud Plaintiffs.

ll2. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy to commit breach of fiduciary

duty by Endless International, Nielsen, Even, Laustrup, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Nielsen,

Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America for damages, prejudgment

interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count VII - Aiding and Abettine Endless International's Breach of Fiduciarv Dutv
(By Plaintiffs Against Nielsen, Endless Jewelryo LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South

America)

113. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

ll4. As alleged in Count V, Endless International breached its fiduciary duty to

Plaintiffs by defrauding them.

115. Nielsen, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America

knew about and provided substantial assistance to the breach of fiduciary duty because they

knew of and assisted in the fraud. As alleged in Count I, Nielsen defrauded Plaintiffs. Endless

Jewelry North & South America knew of and assisted in the fraud, as it is controlled by co-

defendants and non-party co-conspirators and was the recipient of fraudulent transfers from

Endless Jewelry, LLC. Endless Jewelry, LLC knew of and assisted in the fraud, as it was

controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and allowed its majority shareholder

(End les s International) to defraud Plaintiffs.
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116. As a direct and proximate result of the aiding and abetting by Nielsen, Endless

Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America, Plaintiffs have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Nielsen, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and

Endless Jewelry North & South America for damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other

relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count VIII - Breach of Fiduciarv Dutv
(By Hostrup Against Carlozzi)

ll7. Hostrup realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

1 18. As partners and co-venturer, Carlozzi owed Hostrup a fiduciary duty.

119. By defrauding Hostrup and otherwise engaging in the wrongful conduct described

herein, Carlozzi breached its fiduciary duty to Hostrup.

120. Hostrup has been damaged by Caflozzi's breach of his fiduciary duty.

WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Carlozzi for damages, prejudgment

interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count IX - Consniracy to Commit Carlozzios Breach of Fiduciarv Dutv
(By Hostrup Against Carlozzi, Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South

America and Nielsen)

121. Hostrup realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

122. Based on previous allegationso Carlozzi, Endless International, Endless Jewelry

North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup acted in concert to perpetrate a scheme to

breach Carlozzi's fiduciary duty to Hostrup.

123. Carlozzi, Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South America,

Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup agreed to breach Carlozzi's fiduciary duty to Hostrup. The
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agreement to the conspiracy is demonstrated by each defendant's knowledge of and assistance in

the breach of frduciary duty, and the benefrts each defendant received from the successful

breach.

124. Carlozz| Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South America,

Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup committed overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy. As alleged in

Count VIII, Carlozzi breached his fiduciary duty to Hostrup by defrauding him. Endless

International, Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup knew of

and assisted in the fraud. As alleged in Count I, Endless International and Nielsen defrauded

Plaintiffs. Nielsen, on information and belief is majority shareholder of Endless International,

and so had a personal stake in achieving the object of the conspiracy. Even attended meetings in

Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to negotiate the Term Sheet, his misrepresentations induced

Hostrup to perform under the agreements. Laustrup knew of and assisted in the fraud, as she was

involved in drafting the Term Sheet; attended meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to

negotiate the Term Sheet; and attended the January 2014 sales representative meeting. Even and

Laustrup further aided and abetted the fraud by cloaking their negotiations and subsequent

signing of the Term Sheet in legitimacy by characterizing the Term Sheet as being a binding

contract upon signing. Endless Jewelry North & South America knew of and assisted in the

fraud, as it is controlled by co-defendants and non-party co-conspirators and was the recipient of

fraudulent transfers from Endless Jewelry, LLC.

125. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy to commit breach of fiduciary

duty by Carlozzi, Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even,

and Laustrup, Hostrup has been damaged.
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WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Carlozzi, Endless International,

Endless Jewelry North & South America, and Nielsen for damages, prejudgment interest, costs,

and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count X - Aidine and Abettins Carlozzi's Breach of Fiduciarv Dutv
(By Hostrup Against Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South Americao and

Nielsen)

126. Hostrup realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

127. As alleged in Count VIII, Carlozzi breached its fiduciary duty to Hostrup by

defrauding him.

128. Endless International, Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even,

and Laustrup knew about and provided substantial assistance to the breach of fiduciary duty

because they knew of and assisted in the fraud. As alleged in Count I, Endless International and

Nielsen defrauded Plaintiffs. Even attended meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzi to

negotiate the Term Sheet, his misrepresentations induced Hostrup to perform under the

agreements. Laustrup knew of and assisted in the fraud, as she was involved in drafting the

Term Sheet; attended meetings in Florida with Hostrup and Carlozzito negotiate the Term Sheet;

and attended the January 2014 sales representative meeting. Even and Laustrup further aided

and abetted the fraud by cloaking their negotiations and subsequent signing of the Term Sheet in

legitimacy by characterizing the Term Sheet as being a binding contract upon signing. Endless

Jewelry North & South America knew of and assisted in the fraud, as it is controlled by co-

defendants and non-party co-conspirators and was the recipient of fraudulent transfers from

Endless Jewelry, LLC.
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129. As a direct and proximate result of the aiding and abetting by Endless

International, Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup, Hostrup

has been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Endless Intemational, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, and Nielsen for damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any

other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XI - Conversion of Ownershin Share
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, and John Does 1-5)

130. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

l3l. By disavowing MLH's 24.5% ownership share in Endless Jewelry, LLC, and

granting that share in Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry

North & South America) to John Does 1-5, Endless International,Carlozzi, and John Does l-5

wrongfully asserted dominion over MLH's ownership share in Endless Jewelry, LLC and its

mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South America).

132. The24.5Yo ownership share in Endless Jewelry, LLC and its mere continuation of

business (Endless Jewelry North & South America) rightfully belonged to MLH.

133. Endless International, Carlozzi, and John Does l-5's conduct was inconsistent

with MLH's24.5%o ownership share.

134. Carlozzi acted on his own behalf and as agent of Endless Jewelry, LLC.

135. Endless Jewelry North & South America is liable for the conversion as Endless

Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business.
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136. Hostrup was an intended beneficiary of the 24.5% ownership interest of MLH in

Endless Jewelry, LLC and its mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South

America).

137. JOHN DOES 1-5 purport to hold the 24.5Yo interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and

Endless Jewelry North & South America sought by MLH in this count.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozz|

Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, and John Does 1-5 for

constructive trust, damages, prejudgment interest, costso and any other relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

Count XII - Conspiracv to Commit Conversion of Ownership Share

@y Plaintiffs Against Endless InternationalrCarlozzi, John Does 1-5, Endless Jewelry,
LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, and Nielsen)

138. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

139. Based on previous allegations, Endless International, Carlozzi, John Does l-5,

Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup

acted in concert to perpetrate a scheme to convert MLH's ownership share in Endless Jewelry,

LLC and its mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South America).

140. Endless International, Carlozzi, John Does l-5, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup agreed to convert MLH's

ownership share. The agreement to the conspiracy is demonstrated by each defendant's

knowledge of and assistance in the conversion, and the benefits each defendant received from the

successful conversion.
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l4l. Endless International, Carlozzi, John Does l-5, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup commiffed overt acts in

furtherance of the conspiracy. As alleged in Count XI, Endless International and Carlozzi (on

his own behalf and as Endless Jewelry, LLC's agent) converted MLH's ownership share, which

John Does 1-5 now purport to hold. Endless Jewelry, LLC and its mere continuation of business

(Endless Jewelry North & South America) knew of and assisted in the conversion. Their

knowledge is established because they were controlled by Endless Intemational and Carlozzi,

and they participated by allowing the conversion to occur. Endless Jewelry North & South

America, Nielsen, Even, and Laustrup's participation in the conspiracy to defraud Plaintiffs

enabled Endless International and Carlozzi to convert MLH's ownership share. Nielsen, on

information and belief, is majority shareholder of Endless International, and so had a personal

stake in achieving the object of the conspiracy.

142. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy to commit conversion of

ownership share by Endless International, Carlozzi, John Does 1-5, Endless Jewelry, LLC,

Endless Jewelry North & South America, Nielsen, Eveno and Laustrup, Plaintiffs have been

damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozzi, John

Does 1-5, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, and Nielsen for

constructive trust, damages, prejudgment interest, costso and any other relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

Count XIII - Aidine and Abettine Conversion of Ownership Share
(By Plaintiffs Against Nielsen)

143. Plaintifß reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.
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144. As alleged in Count XI, Endless International, Carlozzi (on his own behalf and as

Endless Jewelry, LLC's agent), and John Does l-5 converted MLH's ownership share in Endless

Jewelry, LLC and its mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South America).

145. Nielsen knew about and provided substantial assistance to the conversion.

Nielsen's participation in the conspiracy to defraud Plaintifß enabled Endless International and

Carlozzi to convert MLH's ownership share.

146. As a direct and proximate result of the aiding and abetting byNielsen, Plaintiffs

have been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Nielsen for constructive trust,

damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XIV -Violation of Florida Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(By Hostrup Against Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi)

147. Plaintifß reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

148. Hostrup possessed secret information in the form of a jewelry sales representative

list which he created and took reasonable steps to protect the list's secrecy by only sharing it

with Endless Intemational, Nielsen, and Carlozzi after Hostrup believed there was a binding

agreement as to MLH's 24.5%o ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC; Hostrup's salary;

and the distribution of Endless Jewelry, LLC profits. About 100 prospective sales

representatives formed Hostrup's list. Prior to sharing the list with Endless International,

Nielsen, and Carlozzi, Hostrup protected its secrecy. Before the Term Sheet's execution,

Nielsen repeatedly asked for Hostrup's sales list. Hostrup refused until after the Term Sheet was

finalized. In addition, from the beginning of Hostrup's dealings with Nielsen, Hostrup stressed

the need for any relationship to be confidential.
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149. Hostrup's jewelry sales representative list was a trade secret. The list contained

names, private contact informationo current employment, employment history, and historic

performance information. It was not readily ascertainable by others. Rather, its development

required Hostrup's many years of successful jewelry sales experience. Endless International,

Nielsen, and Carlozzi obtained economic value from using the list.

150. Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi misappropriated Hostrup's jewelry

sales representative list by using improper means to obtain it, including misrepresentation and

breach of fiduciary duty. Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi defrauded Hostrup into

providing the jewelry sales representative list based on false statements concerning MLH's

ownership share in Endless Jewelry, LLC; Hostrup's salary agreement with Endless Jewelry,

LLC; and the distribution of profits in Endless Jewelry, LLC. Had Hostrup known of the false

statements, he would not have shared the jewelry sales representative list.

WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Endless International, Nielsen, and

Carlozzi for compensatory damages under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(l), exemplary damages for willful

and malicious misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(2), attorney's fees for willful and

malicious misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.005, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other

relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XV - Conspiracv to Commit Violation of Florida Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(By Hostrup Against Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC' and

Endless Jewelry North & South America)

151. Hostrup realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.
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152. Based on previous allegations, Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless

Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America acted in concert to perpetrate a

scheme to misappropriate Hostrup's sales representative list.

153. Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America agreed to misappropriate Hostrup's sales representative list.

The agreement to the conspiracy is demonstrated by each defendant's knowledge of and

assistance in the misappropriation, and the benefits each defendant received from the successful

misappropriation.

154. Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America committed overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy. As

alleged in Count XIV, Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi misappropriated Hostrup's

sales representative list. Nielsen, on information and belief, is majority shareholder of Endless

International, and so had a personal stake in achieving the object of the conspiracy. Endless

Jewelry, LLC and its mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South America)

knew of and assisted in the misappropriation. Their knowledge is established because they were

controlled by Endless International and Carlozzi, and they participated by receiving and making

use of Hostrup's sales representative list.

155. As a direct and proximate result of the conspiracy to misappropriate Hostrup's

sales representative list by Endless International, Nielsen, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and

Endless Jewelry North & South America, Hostrup has been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Endless International, Nielsen,

Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America for compensatory

damages under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(l), exemplary damages for willful and malicious
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misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(2), attomey's fees for willful and malicious

misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.005, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as

the Court deems just and proper.

Count XVI - Aidins and Abettine Violation of F''lorida Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(By Hostrup Against Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America)

156. Hostrup realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

157. As alleged in Count XIV, Endless International, Nielsen, and Caflozzi

m isappropriated Hostrup' s sales representative I ist.

158. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America knew about

and provided substantial assistance to the misappropriation. Endless Jewelry, LLC and its mere

continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South America) knew of and assisted in the

misappropriation by Endless International, Nielsen, and Carlozzi. Their knowledge is

established because they were controlled by Endless International and Carlozzi, and they

participated by receiving and making use of Hostrup's sales representative list.

159. As a direct and proximate result of the aiding and abetting by Endless Jewelry,

LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America, Hostrup has been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Hostrup demands judgment against Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless

Jewelry North & South America for compensatory damages under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(l),

exemplary damages for willful and malicious misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.004(2),

attorney's fees for willful and malicious misappropriation under Fla. Stat. $ 688.005,

prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XVII - Breach of Term Sheet
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC' and Endless

Jewelry North & South America)
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160. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

161. Plaintiffs, Endless International, and Carlozzi entered into a written agreement

known as the Term Sheet. (Exhibit A hereto.)

162. Endless Jewelry, LLC adopted, approved, and ratified the agreement and is

further liable as the promoted company.

163. All provisions of the Term Sheet were binding.

164. In the alternative, even if all provisions of the Term Sheet were not binding,

Endless International, Carlozzi, and Endless Jewelry, LLC are estopped from asserting it is non-

binding because they voluntarily accepted the benefits of the Term Sheet and took advantage of

provisions favorable to them.

165. Endless International, Carlozz| and Endless Jewelry, LLC breached the Term

Sheet by disavowing MLH's 24.5yo ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC; by wrongfully

terminating Hostrup and ceasing his salary payments; and by not distributing profits to MLH.

166. Hostrup was an intended beneficiary of the 24.5% ownership interest of MLH in

Endless Jewelry, LLC and of MLH's share of profrts.

167. Endless Jewelry North & South America is liable for the breach of contract as

Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business.

168. Plaintifß have been damaged by Endless International, Carlozzi, and Endless

Jewelry, LLC's breach of the Term Sheet.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozzi, and

Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America for specific performance,

damages, costs, prejudgment interest, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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Count XVIII - Breach of Written Asreement (Term Sheet as Subsequentlv Modified)
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless InternationaloCarlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America)

169. Plaintifß reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

170. Plaintifß, Endless International, and Carlozzi entered into a written agreement

known as the Term Sheet. (Exhibit A hereto.)

l7l. To the extent, arguendo, the ownership, salary, and profit-sharing provisions of

the Term Sheet were not binding upon execution, they became binding post-execution when the

parties agreed in writing that the Term Sheet was binding.

172. Endless Jewelry, LLC adopted, approved, and ratifred the subsequently modified

agreement and is further liable as the promoted company.

173. Carlozzi acted on his own behalf and as agent of Endless Jewelry, LLC.

174. Endless International, Carlozz| and Endless Jewelry, LLC breached the Term

Sheet (as subsequently modified) by disavowing MLH's 24.5o/o ownership interest in Endless

Jewelry, LLC; by wrongfully terminating Hostrup and ceasing his salary payments; and by not

distributing profits to MLH.

175. Hostrup was an intended beneficiary of the 24.5yo ownership interest of MLH in

Endless Jewelry, LLC and of MLH's share of profits.

176. Endless Jewelry North & South America is liable for the breach of contract as

Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business.

177. Plaintiffs have been damaged by Endless International, Carlozzi, and Endless

Jewelry, LLC's breach of the Term Sheet as subsequently modifTed.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozzi, and

Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America for specific performance,

damages, costs, prejudgment interest, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XIX - Breach of Oral Asreement
(By Plaintiffs Against Carlozzi, Endless International, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless

Jewelry North & South America)

178. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

179. In the alternative to an enforceable written agreement (either as written or as

modified), the parties entered into an enforceable oral agreement.

180. Endless International orally offered MLH and Carlozzi each a 24.5% ownership

interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and a share in the profits.

181. Plaintiffs andCarlozzi accepted the24.5o/o ownership interest in Endless Jewelry,

LLC and a share in the profits.

182. Plaintiffs, Carlozzi and Endless International exchanged consideration for the

24.5yo ownership interest and the share of profits in Endless Jewelry, LLC.

183. Endless Jewelry, LLC adopted, approved, and ratified the agreement and is

further liable as the promoted company.

184. Carlozzi acted on his own behalf and as agent of Endless Jewelry, LLC.

185. Plaintiffs, Carlozzi, Endless International, and Endless Jewelry, LLC acted in

furtherance of the oral agreement that gave MLH a 24.5Yo ownership interest and the share of

profits in Endless Jewelry, LLC.

186. Hostrup created business and marketing plans for Endless Jewelry, LLC;

contacted and recruited prospective sales representatives for Endless Jewelry, LLC; organized
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and actively participated in the January 2014 sales representative recruiting meeting; formed

Endless Jewelry, LLC by filing its Articles; started Endless Jewelry, LLC's sales process; and

otherwise performed under the oral agreement.

187 . Carlozzi, Endless International and Endless Jewelry, LLC breached the oral

agreement by disavowing MLH's 24.5% ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and,

consequently, the share of profits.

188. Hostrup was an intended beneficiary of MLH's 24.5% ownership interest and

share of profits in Endless Jewelry, LLC.

189. Endless Jewelry North & South America is liable for the breach of contract as

Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business.

190. Plaintiffs have been damaged by Carlozzi, Endless International and Endless

Jewelry, LLC's breach of the oral agreement.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Carlozzi, Endless International and

Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America for specific performance,

damages flowing from the grant of specific performance, prejudgment interest, costs, and any

other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XX - Fraudulent Transfer
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry

North & South America)

191. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

192. Endless Jewelry, LLC transferred valuable assets to Endless Jewelry North &

South America, including (among other things) the business plan and marketing materials; office

equipment and furniture; and sales representatives.
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193. The transfer was made with the intent to defraud Plaintiffs. The transfer was

between two companies controlled by Endless International. Transferee Endless Jewelry North

& South America was formed and the transfer occurred shortly after Plaintiffs sued Endless

Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry, LLC had appeared in the action. Upon information and

beliet the transfer was of substantially all of Endless Jewelry, LLC's assets.

194. In the alternative, Endless Jewelry, LLC did not receive reasonably equivalent

value for the transfer and, because of Plaintiffs' lawsuit, Endless Jewelry, LLC should have

believed that it would incur debts beyond its ability to pay as they became due.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Endless

Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America for avoidance of the transfer,

attachment or another provisional remedy against the assets transferred, injunctive relief, the

value of the assets transferred, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Count XXI - Ouantum Meruit
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, and John Does 1-10)

195. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

196. Plaintiffs provided benefïts to Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry,

LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America.

197. Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North

& South America assented to and received those benefits.

198. Plaintiffs reasonably expected that, in return for those benefits, Endless

International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of

business (Endless Jewelry North & South America) would compensate Plaintiffs by providing
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MLH with a 24.5Yo interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South

America and a share of profits.

199. John Does l-5 purport to hold the24.5o/o interest and share of profits in Endless

Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America sought by Plaintiffs in this count.

200. John Does 6-10 purport to hold ownership interests in Endless International and

have received benefits from Plaintiffs through Endless International.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozzi,

Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, and John Does l-10 for

constructive trust, damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

Count XXU - Uniust Enrichment
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless

Jewelry North & South America, and John Does 1-10)

201. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

202. Plaintiffs provided benefits to Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry,

LLC, and Endless Jewelry North & South America.

203. Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC, and Endless Jewelry North

& South America knew about, accepted, and retained those benefits.

204. It would be inequitable for Endless International, Carlozzi, Endless Jewelry, LLC,

and Endless Jewelry, LLC's mere continuation of business (Endless Jewelry North & South

America) to retain those benehts without compensating Plaintiffs by providing MLH with a

24.5yo interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America and a share

of profits.
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205. John Does 1-5 purport to hold the24.5Yo interest and share of profits in Endless

Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America sought by Plaintiffs in this count.

206. John Does 6-10 purport to hold ownership interests in Endless International and

have received benefits from Plaintiffs through Endless Intemational.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless International, Carlozz\

Endless Jewelry, LLC, Endless Jewelry North & South America, and John Does l-10 for

constructive trust, damages, prejudgment interest, costs, and any other relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

Count XXilI - Accountins
(By Plaintiffs Against Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America)

207. Plaintifß reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs l-82 as if set forth

fully herein.

208. MLH has a 24.5Yo ownership interest in Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless

Jewelry North & South America.

209. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America have taken

the position that MLH has no ownership interest.

210. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America have

indicated that MLH cannot have financial information on the companies.

2Il. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America have not

provided MLH with quarterly financials for 2013 onward.

212. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America have not

provided MLH with tax information for 2013 onward as to MLH' s 24.5%o ownership interest.

213. Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless Jewelry North & South America have not

provided MLH with profit distribution information for 2013 onward.
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214. There is an inadequate remedy at law as to the financial, tax, and profit

distribution information.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Endless Jewelry, LLC and Endless

Jewelry North & South America for an accounting of (1) each company's quarterly financials for

2013 onward, (2) tax information for 2013 onward as to MLH's 24.5% ownership interest, and

(3) profit distribution information for 2013 onward, along with costs and any other relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

Plaintiffs demand atrial by jury on all claims so triable.

DATED this 18th day of June,2015.

CONRAD & SCHERER, LLP
Counsel for Plaintiffs
633 South Federal Highway,
Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: 954-462-5500
Facsimile: 954-463-9244

By: /s/Albert L. Frevola, Jr.
Albert L. Frevola, Jr.
Florida Bar No. 857416
aft ev ola@co nrad sch erer. c om

'William R. Scherer, Jr.
Florida Bar No. 169454
wscherer@conradscherer.com
Email Service:
alfpleadin gs@conradscherer. com
wrspleadin gs@conradscherer.com
Vbamett@conradscherer. com
eservice@conradscherer. com

BRUCE S. ROGOW, ESQ.
Bruce S. Rogow, P.A.
Co-Counsel for P laintiffs
500 East Broward Boulevard
Suire 1930
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33394
Telephone: 954-7 67 -8909
Facsimile: 954-764-1530
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brogow@rogowlaw.com

R. Scott Erlewine
Phillips, Erlewine, Given & Carlin LLP
39 Mesa Street, Suite 201
The Presidio
San Francisco, CA 94t29
Tel: 415.398.0900
Fax: 415.398.0911
rse@phillaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and conect copy of the foregoing was furnished via the

Florida Courts E-Filing Portal upon all parties listed on the attached Service List, on this l Sth

day ofJune,20l5
CONRAD & SCHERER, LLP
Counsel for Plaintiffs
633 South Federal Highway,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: 954-462-5500
Facsimile: 954-463-9244

By: /s/ALBERT L. FREVOLA. JR.
Albert L. Frevola, Jr.
Florida Bar No. 857416
afrevola@ conradscherer. com
William R. Scherer, Jr.
Florida Bar No. 169454
wscherer@ conradscherer. com
Email Service:
alfp leadings@ conradscherer. com
wrspleadings@conradscherer.com
Vbarrett@conradscherer.com
eservice@conradscherer.com

BRUCE S. ROGOW, ESQ.
Bruce S. Rogow, P.A.
Florida Bar:67999
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs
500 East Broward Boulevard
Suite 1930
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33394
Telephone: 954-7 67 -8909
Facsimile: 954-764-1530
brogow@rogowlaw.com

R. SCOTT ERLEWINE, ESQ.
Pro Høc Vice
California Bar: 95106
Phillips, Erlewine, Given & Carlin LLP
39 Mesa Street, Suite 201
The Presidio
San Francisco, CA 94129
Tel:415.398.0900
Fax: 415.398.091I
rse@phillaw.com
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SERVICE LIST

ALEX P. ROSENTHAL, ESQ.
AMANDA JASSEM JONES, ESQ
Rosenthal Law Group
Counsel for Defendant
2l15 N. Commerce Parkway
Weston, FL33326
Telephone: 954-384-9200
Facsimile: 954-384-0017
alex@rosenthalcounsel.com
amanda@rosenthalcounsel.com
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Joint Venture "Endless"

Term Sheet

betrveen

Endless Internatlonal GmbH'
a compeny under the laws of Germany, having its seat ât Kaistraße 2.

4022 I Düsseldorf. GermanY

and

Matt Crrlozzi'
3740 Fawn Drive, Canfìeld, Ohio 44406, United States of America

and

Mari¡ Luci¡ llostruP Inc.,
a compãny under the laws of Florida" having its seat at 44 I Royal Plaza

Drive. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301, United States of America

and

Knud llostrup,
441 Royal Plaza Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301. United States of

America

(Endless International GmbH hereinafter referred as o'Endless GmbH";
Endless GmbH, Matt Carlozzi, Maria Lucia Hostrup Inc' and Knud

Hostrup hereinaftçr also refened to as "Parties" and individually as

"P¡rty")

,uli,

,ß.g
EXHIBIT A TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT



l\en8

ISSUA ARRANGEMENT

Purpose ofjoiut ven-
fure

a The purpose ofthe joint venture is to open r¡P the market

within North America. South America Cenlral Americâ.
Canada & Caribbean ("Defined Terriúor1") for rvhole

sale dislribution of Endless GmbH's products or other
products decided by thc board. ("Endìess Produeús").

Strußture ofJo¡rt
venture

. The Parties shall incorporate a new joirrl venture vehícle
("JvCo"1.

r J'he Panies shall hold the follorvhrg shares in JVCo:

- Endless lnfemationâl GmbH: 5l%.

- Matt Carlozzi; ?4'509/0.

- Maria Lucia Flosrrup lnc.: 24.50%,

¡ JVCo shall have its seat in Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. (U.S.).

The legal naturc of JVCo will be determined in accord-

ance wíth legal and t&\ advice to be obtained by Parties.

The objective ofthe structuring advice is to establish a

stn¡tture. which ¡llows for shared ownership and milri-
rnizes JVCo's ¡nd Pa¡ies liability to taxes.

a

Distribufion of End-
l€sç Pnoducts

Endless GmbH shall appoint JVCo as dislributor lìrr De-

fined Territory regûrdíng Endless Products.

JVCo shall exercise its besl etlorls to develop the largest
possible market for Endless Producls within the Defined
Tenítory

iVCo shall engage vles agents to bring in orders from
local retailers ìn addit¡on to major chains rvith multiple
dmro,

a

a

Contrlbutions of the
P¡rtles

Endless GmbH shall sell Endless Products lo JVCo pur-
suaû¡ to a distribution aBreement to be slosed tretween
Endless û¡nbH and JVCo. The distribution agreemenf
will consider legal and tÐ(-law requirements in Germany
and the U.S. lf feasible, Endless Products will be bought
bv JVCo directlv fr¡¡m the manufacturer of Endless

a

\iù Mp
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lssuD ARRANGEMEI{T

GmbH

Matt Carlozzi and Knud Hostnrp will p¡ovidÈ access to

their know-how and personal conlacls in order to estab-

lísh and maintain a disnibution channel to retailers in the

l.-i.S. and lo engage sales agenls by Jl'Co.

.As and when required. Endless GmbH rvill grant a loan

in the amount of up to I"JSD I .500.000.00 ("Inltial Fuu¡l-
ing'-) lo JVCo in ôrder tÒ provide to JVCo the necessar-Ì.,

seed capital.

lnterests on the hlitial Funding will be detennined in dre

conesponding losn ôgreement and shâll he the lowest

amount allowed b¡- Cerman Larv.

a

a

Equify Commitment

Within two weeks after the signing of this'lerm Sheet' 
]

the prnies shall draft a business plan detailing the

planned business âclivities of JVCo on the U.S. market

for lhe n¿xt htô yeãrs. The busincss plan shsll include a

comprehensive cost-planning of the {for¡seeable) costs of
the business aclivilies planned.

ln the years to come. the parties will.ioíntly update and

adjust the business plan according tQ the progress ofthe
business ofthe JVCo.

Businessplan / Bud-
gels

Voting rights in JVCo shall be allocated belween the Pal-

ties in ascordance uith their sharcs in JVCo.

All issues to be decided on by the shareholderu shall be

dccided on by simple rnajoritv, The f'ollowing issues shall

ahvays require a decision ofall shareholders ofthe JVCo:

- change ofJVCo's business purpose

conclusion, modifio¡tion and/or cancellation of con-

tracls that have a business volunle of at leasf

rigbls / Vo- a

ting

drallirrg and amending ofbusiness plan

sale of more th¡n l0ozô of JVCo"s properly

"il'iÅ
\Ir¿
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ISSTIE ARRANGEMENT

p.â.. excludiIg salcs contracls

tak¡ng or grant¡ng of loans excecding IJSD 50.000,00

conclusion {Jf aÈreemenls wilh companies ând/or

people afl'iliated r.tith at least one of the Panies

acquisition ofshares crf other compatries

âppoíntrnerìt and dismissal of mcmbers of board of
directors resp. managing directors

remuneralion ol' n¡embers of board 0f directors and of
managing d¡recto¡s

changes to the anicles oia.ss¡g¡¡1i6¡ ¡rf ¡þe.lVCo

allocationidis¡ritrul iou ol profits

dissolution ¿nd liquidation of JVCo

IPOs

De¡d Lock lf the shareholdcrs of JVCo eannot reach a decision on a

mâtter. the matter is decided upon by the majoril¡" share-
holder [.rrdless GmbH.

Bosrd ofdlr€ctors ¡ The initial board ofdirectors ofJVCo shall consist ofthe
fttllorving fbur menbers:

- MaTt Carlt¡zzi

- Knud l{ostrup

- Jes¡ær N ielsen

- Eric Even

lllanaging directon I 'fhe managing direclors of ¡he JVCo shall be appoirìted
by the troard of directors. The âppôinlrnent requires a

símple majoritl. The members cf the bo¿rd of directors
shall be appointed as the initial rnanaging directo¡s ofthe

ï ,ì l{*gi'[\ '!/
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ARF'ANGEMËNTISSUE

comparì).

JV(ìo shall conclude an employment conttact \\ith each

managing directt¡r, binding rhe managing director for a

lern ofat least 5 ¡ears.

During their term. JVCo ma¡ terntinate ¡he employment

conÌracts of the managing directors onl¡' under a bad

leaver situat¡on âltd onl-v ûlìer the manâging director con'
cerned has heen given a 30 day opportunil) to cÕrrecl the

bad leaver situalion rvithin. The defìnition of the *håd

leaver" situation in ¡tris Term Slrect is provided I'or in
ANNÊX 

^ 
tÕ this Temr Sheet. lf JVC0 tennitlates the

employrnent conlract during the term the relevånt manag-

ing director will have an option to sell his shares { if any)

in JVCo to Endless GmbH. The purchase price shall be

the åverage of JVCo's ËBITDA lor the last 3 years tnul-

tiplied by I ("fM\P) on a pro ratâ basis pursüanl lo rhe

relevrnt managing director's share in JVCo. lf JVCo

tÈrminalss the emploltneûl contrâct due to a mate¡ial

breach by managing director of his obligation r¡nder the

emplnyment contracl or oTher conlracls regârding the
joint venture then the Purchase price shall be 75 pe¡cenl

e¡f F'lVlV.

Stârting in october. 201-ì JVCo shall pay a monthl): re-

mrìneration to lvlr. Carl(ìizi and Mr. Hostrup lbr their
senices as managíng directors, The rcmuneration shall
åmount to usD 8.000.00 for the months c)ctober lo De-

cenìber 20t3. to USD 10,000.00 for the months Januar)'

to April 20t4, ro USD 15,0Ù0.00 for the mor'ìths b{ay lo
July 2014 and ro L.ISD 20,000.00 for each ntonth smníng
from August 2014. The relnunerat¡on shall bt'due on the
30'h of each month. Remuneñrtion pa¡d until June 2014
shall be handled as advancement agâinsl fitture rights to
profits of Mr. Carlozzi and Mr. Holstrnp and will be ofl'-
set atsÂinst such rights ttl profil.

The remuncrafion of Mr. Nielsen ond Mr. Even shall be

paid out offree cash-l'lorvs. &s soon ¿s JVCo receives suf-
ficient fun¡ls.

All busi¡ess related expenses ofthe rnanaging directors
are tù be refunded by JVCo, ifsuch expenses a¡e reason-
able and proven.

a
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TSSUE ARRANGEMENT

All free cash florvs will be used to repa¡ lhc lnitial F'und'

ing plus interesl

50 o/o ofnel profits are to be reinvested in tlre company

Nrtw¡thstanding a shareholders resolulion. the rsnla¡ning
50 % cf net profits will tr distributed 1o shareholders on

a pro ratå basis Distribution of profits is to be rcviewed

by the board oidirectors yearly.

t

a

Repâymeníschedule
Distribufion of Prof-
Its

Minimum Torm The initial lerm ofthejoint venlure sh¡ll be l0 r'ears
joint venture agreemenl is to be prolonged automaticall.v

t'or another tenû of twÕ years, if the joint venture agree-

ment is not temlinated by one party by giving written no-

lice 1o the other party at least 12 months prior to the end

ofthe initial ternr.

1'he

No partr shåll êilgâge. directly or indirer:tly. in eny busì'
ness sìmilar ro thât of thè JVCo. if snch business were 1o

cornpete with rfie business oithe JVCo on the U.S. mar-
ket. No part) shall acquire a shared interest in a compet'
ing company.

Non-conrpetilion

The Parties will keep the existence ol'lhis tenn sheet. its

content ând subjecl matter as ',vell as all documents ¿nd

information the receíve based on o¡ in connection rvith

this term sheet striclly confìdential. 'l'his confidentialìt.'*

obligation shall survive the expiration ol- th¡s term sheel

and shall sun'ive anl ten¡inarion ol lhe uegotiations oi
the partics ûn ¡hÈ joint venlure conççnìed by this tenn

sheet.

Confidentiality

Unless tan inefficient to do so, JVCo shall be responsible

ior all reasonable costs incuned bv Parties or JVCo itl

sefting up thisjoint venture.

Costs

p'
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tsstrE ARRANGEMENT

Sfatus ofthis tcrm
sheel

a Not*ithstanding the confidentialit,v obligation provided
fo¡ in this ternì sheet, nrlne ôf the provisions in this teûl
sheet shall be binding for any ofthe Parties

Miscellaneous No Pany has the right to assign and transtèr his rigùtts-

inrerest. obligations and perfornrarrce of obliga(ions here-

under nithoul the prior wrinen ijonssnt of all parties to
this lerm sheel.

Should any provisit:n ofthis temr sheet be f,or an-y reâson

held invalid. illegal or unenlbrceable by a coun ofcom-
petenl jurisdiction, of law o¡ other Èo¡npelenl âuthoriry.
such provision shall bc dccmed limited in application 1o

the eìtenl required to render it valid; and the remainder
of this term sheet shall in no *a¡, be aflècted and shall
remain valid and enforceable lbr all purposes.

Aìl modificalion and,or anlendments ol'this ternr sheÈt

rcquire writlen iorm. This also applies to an¡ modifìca-
tion of this wrinen form requirerlent.

This term sheet is govemed and construed b1' the Laws of
the State of Florida, United States ofÂr¡erica.

a

- signnrure page lbllows -
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Endless lnternstional

Bv: Ë,ric

its: Director

Matt Carlozzi

i

&

l).ur*r,'ll, r..rl,. *i,e t I .'*u (,

/t -tç'13

M¡ria Lucia Hostrup lnc

B¡': Maria Lucio Hosrup

its: Managing Director

lC^tS-?--ij

Knud Hostrup

/c'- tl -?.c¿
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"Bsd Leaver" shâll mean (a) any âct or omisslon by a Parlner which is lik€ly to have a

material adverse eff€ct on JVCo or the group: (b) any Partners convict¡on (including any

pleas of gu¡lty) of any felony or any olher crime that JVCo. in its sole discretion, believes to

reflect negativêly on JVCo, (c) any partners materiål misconduct or failure lo p€rform the

duties und€r ìhe Employment Agreement, (d) thett, embezlement, or fraud with respect to

JVCo or in connection w¡th the p€rformance of the Partners dul¡es; (e) the Partners

engegement or involvemeni in any business, entity or transaction that pres€nts a conflict of

interêst with Partners duties to JVCo or the group: (f) the Partners improper use or

disclosure of JVCo's property or JVCo's business informâtion, including conlidential

informetion; (g) ths breech of the confidentiality. non-competit¡on, non-solicitation or

intellectual property provisions of the Agreement.



Albert L. Frevola Jr.
(954) 847-3305 Direct Line
AFrevola@conradscherer.com
633 South Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdate, FL 33301

March 2,2015

VIA EMAIL

Alex P. Rosenthal, Esq.
Rosenthal Law Group
2115 N. Commerce Parkway
Weston, FL33326

Re: Knud Hostrup and Maria Lucia Hostrup, Inc. v. Endless Jewelry, LLC

Dear Mr. Rosenthal

As we discussed, we have been retained by the Plaintiffs in the above-referenced
matter. Enclosed is a Notice of Cancellation of Deposition cancelling the deposition scheduled
for March 5,2015.

We also intend to file an Amended Complaint adding additional parties. As we also
discussed, please confirm you will cancel the hearing on the Motion to Dismiss currently
scheduled for March 13,2075. We expect to file our Motion for Leave within the next 20 days.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

ûtt*r+ L. Tr.,tola, r, sÞsJ

ALBERT L. FREVOLA, JR.
For the Firm

ALF/sds
Enclosure
cc: Bruce S. Rogow, Esq.

Paul K. Silverberg, Esq.
Alphonso O. Peets, Esq.P

Established 1974
Rex Conrad 1935-1999 | William R. Scherer

Fort Lauderdale, FL Washington, D.C. Quito, Ecuador
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